comics though, they have played an important role in the history of media in the last couple of centuries, and are still widely available both in shops and online, with graphic novels becoming popular and earning mainstream acceptance as a literary art form (e.g. see [6] ).
Comics' status as a lowly medium for the masses and the fact that they appeal to children have perhaps been the main reasons why they were largely and somewhat unfairly ignored by academia, something most critical appraisals of comics are quick to state. Here I will focus mainly on the subset of studies on comics: those that have looked at connections between science and comics. I will briefly review such studies and their conclusions. I will then give an overview of the genre of comic books that aim to communicate science: the science comics. I will complete the paper by outlining the gaps in current knowledge about science comics and about any role that they might play in science communication.
Terminology: defining 'comics'
I agree with McCloud (1994) that single-frame cartoons relate to comics as photographs do to film [2] . Comics, as sequential art are different to cartoons and to general cartoon illustrations found in many educational books (e.g. Horrible Science series or Icon Books' Introduction to… series). The fact that there is a sequence of related images (frames) that make up a story distinguish comics from simple illustrations which may invoke comic imagery but are at the end of the day a part of different media, be it a primarily text-based book, image-based poster, etc.
There may be some similarities between book illustrations and comics: for example, when comparing educational books about dinosaurs from 1978 with those from 1998 Buckingham and Scanlon (2003; p. 133) found that in recent books "text has effectively become a commentary on the images, whereas in the older books the bulk of the text was independent of the image" [7] . This closer association between text and image in more recent books is reminiscent of comics where text and images work together to create an emerging medium that is neither just the text nor just the images but an emergent whole, composed of both. But as interesting as this trend of closer association between image and text in illustrated educational books is, it does not necessarily warrant studying books with cartoon illustrations and comic books together, as though they were the same medium.
So, while cartoons and comics both use images associated with text, comics is a medium in its own right, defined roughly as 'sequential art'. Failure to distinguish between sequential art and non-sequential cartoon illustrations is perhaps one of the reasons why there is so little literature dedicated specifically to examining science in comics (Alice Bell, personal communication). Comic book imagery abounds in various books, games and TV programs and unless one specifically defines comics as separate from cartoons and illustrations in other media it becomes very difficult to focus on the specificity of comics as a medium and to say anything meaningful about them. It is as if one were to discuss science films by looking at both photographs and films, instead of just focusing on the medium of moving images; one could not possibly study film in as much depth if one also had to include photographs, because much of what is particular about film would have to be overlooked. Indeed, there are researchers who are studying non-animated science cartoons in their own right, as a medium separate from comics (Sai Pathmanathan, personal communication).
Comic strips, although more similar to comic books than cartoons in that they can also narrate a story through a short sequence of frames are still quite different from comic books; they could legitimately be studied on their own account and either be included in or excluded from a study on science comics. Schmitt (1992) likens comic strips to book illustrations rather than comic books because in strips words and images are more independent of each other than they are in comic books and are thereby read differently from comic books [8] . I mentioned them here briefly because they are related and could legitimately be studied together with comic books; however, I focus this paper specifically on science comic books, which are longer than comic strips and allow a more complex narrative to develop. In the words of Douglas Wolk (2007; p. 18) , I take comics to be "sustained narrative, which means comic books and graphic novels, much more than newspaper comic strips or one-off cartoon illustrations" [9] .
There is no definition of comics that satisfies everyone and that includes everything that people consider as 'comics'. In the compilation of essays on comics The Language of Comics (2001; p. xvi), editors Gibbons and Varnum say that some of the contributors in their book see "...comics as a narrative form consisting of pictures arranged in sequence" while for others "...it is juxtaposition of words and pictures, not sequence, that is essential to the comics form" [10] . They conclude that "comic strips, comic books, graphic novels, single-panel cartoons, wordless comics, animated cartoons and various other kinds of visual texts bear family resemblances to one another" although no definition can at the same time be specific enough and encompass all those forms [10] . I have argued here that they can conceivably be four levels or categories of related art: single-frame cartoons, short comic strips, comic books and graphic novels, in order of ascending length and level of narrative complexity. In this paper I will focus mainly on comic books, a term I use interchangeably with comics.
Studies on science in comics

Fiction comics and science
Although some studies have emphasised that comics and animated cartoons, two of the traditionally most popular media enjoyed by young people, offer a distorted and stereotypical view of science and scientists [11] , many common fiction comics actually contain references to accurate scientific ideas and facts [12] . For example, a variety of valid chemistry principles, equations and processes are referred to in comics as diverse as Donald Duck and Marvel Classic Comics [12] . Perhaps not surprisingly, then, fiction comics can be effectively used in enhancing learning about biochemistry -using excerpts from manga comics helps students memorize concepts [13] -and have been suggested as a possible interesting teaching aid to teach laboratory safety and ethics -by critiquing poor lab safety often depicted in comics students could be introduced to potentially dull issues in a visually entertaining way [14] . Popular, fiction comics have been used to convey environmental and laboratory safety messages (e.g. the Archie Comics: Archie and Friends Battle Toxic Household Wastes and Let's Have a Blast), albeit with an unknown success [15] .
Comics are sometimes able to convey nuanced issues in scientific ethics: echoing Locke's 2005 findings that comics can carry sophisticated ideas about science and its social context Weinstein (2006, p. 972) finds that in Truth, the comic book about black soldiers who were used as guinea pigs in WW2, "there are no easy places to escape to in this story, no sense that science can make it all right. In this way Truth presents a more complicated vision of science and ethics than either GPZ [professional magazine] or the official texts" [17] .
Comics have also been used for promoting health and the psychological means of coping with childhood diseases such as cancer and diabetes; examples include Captain Chemo comics and Omega Boy vs Dr. Diabetes [17] . Some of these have actually been conceived and drawn by the child patients themselves, perhaps showing their need and inclination for such content to be delivered in a comic book medium and might represent a true engagement of non-scientists with science. Others are produced by publishing companies with an aim to provide medical information in a format appropriate for children, such as Medikidz, a series of comic books about various paediatric conditions. Fiction comics, especially the super-hero style comics often contain characters with powers that defy known scientific explanations, and yet their authors try to make them scientifically justified so that the characters make sense within the reality of the comic book narrative [1] . "The stories are based in science, and in magic, legend and mythology," Locke says, "They're all thrown into the mix, but the universe that's constructed is scientifically coherent and there's an attempt to give scientific legitimacy to super powers." (cited in [18] ). As such, super-hero comics are "one cultural arena where the public meaning of science is actively worked out" says Locke (2005; p. 25) [1] . Comic book super-heroes have inspired a number of science museum exhibitions such as the 'Marvel Superhero Science Exhibition' at the California Science Center [19] ; fiction comics have also been used in museums to illustrate concepts and generally enliven exhibitions (e.g. the use of a Martin Mystery comic book page at the Natural History Museum in Milan to illustrate a paleontologist's equipment, or Dan Dare comic excerpts at the Science Museum in London) (personal observation).
Super-hero comics have also inspired teachers to use examples from the comics to teach science, The Science of Superheroes (2002) and The Physics of Superheroes (2005) being two excellent books about the science behind the superpowers and how to use those in teaching students about science [20, 21] . What transpires from these books is that fiction comics often get the science 'facts' wrong but can still be used as interesting examples of why something is wrong and what science tells us about such phenomena (e.g. see [22] ). Taking a step further in using comics to communicate science, we arrive to non-fiction comics whose purpose is to get the science right. But in such comics the importance of the scientific message becomes paramount, opening possibility that the quality and entertainment value of the comic book suffer as a consequence.
Educational comics and science
Comic books produced specifically for science communication constitute a special genre, one which is often ignored by researchers. I feel that more research should focus on these non-fiction science comics. I use the term non-fiction with caveat here, because even comics which explain real-life scientific phenomena use many fictional elements and techniques in order to do so. Indeed, the use of fiction can enhance the enjoyment of reading as well as more effectively deliver scientific content to children who readily discern fictional elements from non-fictional ones [23] . This is why I prefer to talk about 'science comics': comics which have as one of their main aims to communicate science or to educate the reader about some non-fictional, scientific concept or theme, even if this means using fictional techniques and narratives to convey the non-fictional information. For this reason, in the rest of the paper I focus primarily on these science comics, and not the fiction comics that may contain some reference to science but have no intention, agenda or responsibility to educate their readers in science.
Educational non-fiction comics dealt with scientific topics from 1941 in the mainstream Classics Illustrated comics and the World Around Us series, and these have now been suggested as good materials to teach the history of science as many of them focused on topics from the history of science [24] . Single frame cartoons were used to discuss science publicly as early as the 19 th century [25] . Wright (2002) described how cartoons and comics have been used to communicate medical science over the past two centuries and Hansen (2004) mapped in great detail highly commercially successful comics that dealt in celebratory manner with real scientists and medical doctors in the 1940s [26, 27] .
This special genre of educational science-themed comics may help to promote and explain science to students and the general public. There is now some evidence that educational comics and related singleframe cartoons can be useful for teaching science. This evidence suggests they can make children think about science, and help in teaching them curriculum science [23, [28] [29] [30] [31] , and can be useful in making the general public think about science [32] . Children enjoy reading comics and both the visual appeal of a graphic representation and the tendency towards intriguing narrative (which can be humorous while educational) make comics an excellent vehicle for conveying scientific concepts in an interesting way [30] . In most of these studies comics are said to make learning about science in the classroom more diverse and therefore more interesting, but these studies rarely control for the novelty factor of such lessons -children might be happy to use comics and learn more just because it is something different than their normal classroom routine: the beneficial results might not have anything specific to do with the comic book medium itself. Some of the studies are conducted on very small samples sizes, and hardly any address the effects of science comics on adults' understanding of science. These and similar considerations warrant further studies before use of comics should become fully embraced in science education and communication [33] .
Nevertheless, from my exploratory research of science comics, it appears that scientists and educators are becoming more aware of the appeal that comics hold for young people and are starting to use them more as a vehicle to communicate scientific ideas. Although educational comics about science are no new invention, their production appears to be blossoming in the current climate of focus on the public understanding of science and public engagement with science and technology. As a result, in the last decade or so a variety of educational science comics and cartoons have been produced, by a variety of publishers, partially reviewed here.
Review of science comics
Educational science cartoons and comic strips
A popular form of science communication in India, 'Scientoons' are the brainchild of Indian scientist and science communicator Pradeep Srivastava [34] . These cartoons contain a caricature accompanied by a satirical comment or dialogue, as well as some basic information about new research, ideas, data or facts (see Image 1). Another example are single-frame "Concept Cartoons" which have been used to improve physics education and public interest in science [32, 35] . These depict a single problem such as: "would the snowman [featured in the cartoon] melt faster, slower or at the same rate if we put a coat around it?"
Offering no immediate solution, they make people think about the problem and discuss it with others ( [32, 35] ; see Image 2). Like cartoons, comic strips may also have a role in communicating science. Several websites provide short online comic strips that deal with or are inspired by scientific topics. For example LabRatz is a three-frame comic strip inspired by day-to-day life in a scientific laboratory and office space, while PhD Comics draw their inspiration from lives of graduate students doing their scientific research. Newton and Copernicus follows the adventures of two lab rats and has been successfully used in science education to raise scientific literacy of students [31] . Some online comic strips only address science occasionally, but can still make interesting observations and stimulate discussion such as the Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal Comics (see Image 4) .
This brief summary illustrates that science can be communicated via single-frame cartoons and short comic strips. 
Science comics and graphic novels
The Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory of Nagaya University in Japan has produced a series of 9 colourful manga-style comics so far, each 16 pages long and dealing with a different topic: global warming, solar radiation, geomagnetism, cosmic rays, polar regions, the aurora, the upper atmosphere, ozone holes and the sun-climate relationships (in Japanese and English, but freely available for translation into other languages as well).
Jean-Pierre Petit produced a series of black-and-white "scientific comic books" called The Adventures of Archibald Higgins: they treat various scientific topics including black holes, the theory of relativity and the big bang theory [36] . Petit's series has been translated into more than 30 languages so far, and is freely available online.
Capstone Press in the USA has recently (2007-09) published a series of superhero-style Max Axiom comics, comprising 19 books so far. They cover a variety of topics from electromagnetism to natural selection and are aimed at students aged 8-14. The series' eponymous super-hero is Max, a scientist who explains science through his adventures in which he can shrink down to the size of an ant, ride on a sound wave, and presumably makes science appear 'cool'.
In India there is a comic book magazine, The Young Scientists, aimed at 5-13 year-olds, and in the UK, the chemistry comic book series The Chemedian is designed to teach national curriculum chemistry to pupils aged 7-10. The makers of The Chemedian (The Chemedian has now been re-branded to Selenia) were awarded £72,779 by the government to develop a series of ten comics [38] . They say that their comic brings laughter to the classroom and encourages students to engage with science [30] . Generally, each issue of these comic book series deals with a single main subject, has an engaging narrative which explains the science involved, and features some sort of a glossary or introduction explaining the scientific terms.
I found other, one-off science comics. These include Water Heroes (2007), a manga-style comic book about conservation of water resources produced by the Environment Canada and several comics by Jay Hossler such as Conundrum of a Corona Virus, a 2-page, detective-story style comic about SARS, originally published in Emerging Diseases: New and Old. Others are Adventures in Synthetic Biology [38] , a story about the new interdisciplinary field of synthetic biology, originally published in Nature (see Image 5) , and Cindi in Space [39] , a super-hero style comic about the ionosphere and satellites, produced by University of Texas at Dallas, and inspired by already mentioned Space Weather [40] . Although most science comics I came across were in English, and this paper is focused on the English language comics, examples in other languages also exist, these include I Ja Apart from science comic books there are several longer graphic novels available. These deal with various topics in biology and physics (see table 1 ). Some of these are aimed at children, such as Clan Apis, whilst others are for older audiences. Most of these are black and white, unlike the colourful shorter comic books: this reflects a larger trend in which comic books are generally in colour while most notable graphic novels are black and white (e.g. Joe Sacco's Safe Area Goražde and Palestine, and Delisle's Pyongyang: A Journey in North Korea). But who reads these graphic novels and for what purpose? Are they read in order to learn more about science or primarily for fun? Do people who are not already interested in science ever read these novels? These are all questions awaiting future study. Table 1 . List of science graphic novels.
Image 6. An excerpt from Jim Ottaviani's Suspended in Language graphic novel. Reprinted with permission.
Role of comics in science communication and the constraint of the medium
Most comics mentioned here could have a role in one-way science communication under the "dominant view" model of science communication [43] . They use the comic book medium to explain science to the public -an audience that is assumed to lack such knowledge. A more recent model of science communication aims to involve the public in a two-way dialogue with science. This model, Public Engagement with Science and Technology, might also offer opportunities for using science comics. For example, the Battle for Planet Science [44] is a comic that features characters designed by school children as part of a competition for the best super-hero character design and best superpower design, based on scientific principles encountered in class. As the children's input makes a visible difference to the final product, such a comic arguably engages children more actively with science than the other types of science comics discussed. Planet Science comics are therefore more likely to establish a successful "contract" with the readers as suggested by Barker (1989;  pp. 256-257): they offer "a kind of relationship to [their] readers" which is similar in its conception to Barker's example of Scream Inn comics, in which readers suggested characters which would appear in each new episode of the comic [45] . Another example of comics that involve the readers more directly than the traditional comic books is the EU's Eco Agents Special Unit series. Although many of the other science comics discussed are available online, the Eco Agents Special Unit series innovatively uses the web platform to its full advantage. Readers have to register in order to access the comics, and as part of registration process they design an avatar which then features in the comic as one of the characters. This presumably enhances identification with the character and helps immerse the reader into the story. As the reader flips through the comic (which has the feel of a book, as the turning of pages is graphically simulated), there are many clickable frames that either provide extra information related to the story, or open up new frames which feature a film, a game or other interactive content (e.g. a quiz).
These comics' plots revolve around secret agents' missions to prevent various ecological incidents. Reading the comic and engaging with its interactive content, the reader collects points with which they then compete for the rank of 'top agent' on the main website, hopefully learning a lot about eco-science along the way. There are also eco-tips featured on the main web site (to which readers can contribute): this makes clear the site's intention that readers should not only engage actively in stories with real-life relevance on the web site, but that they should extend this active ecological engagement into their everyday life (thus thinking of themselves as secret agents with a mission in real life as well as through their avatars). The avatars are also quite 'cool': fashionably dressed and appealing in their design and colour, encouraging readers' to identify with them.
The Battle for Planet Science and Eco Agents Special Unit series are good first steps towards a more advanced way of popularizing science via online comics, using the medium to engage in a two-way dialogue with the audience.
Although comics can be used for communicating science to the public, there may be opportunities for using comics for communication between scientists as well (they are already occasionally published in scientific journals for entertainment, e.g. Adventures in Synthetic Biology in Nature and Interferon Force: Cytokine Storm in Nature Immunology). Comics have been used for various instruction manuals. A recent example is Scott McCloud's comic book manual for the Google Chrome web browser. Will Eisner (1985; p. 139-147) says that the performance of technical tasks that such comics address is sequential in nature, just as comics are, and the success of comics as teaching tools "lies in the fact that the reader can easily relate to the experience demonstrated" [4] . A recently started video journal, JOVE (Journal of Visualized Experiments) states that:
Visualization greatly facilitates the understanding and efficient reproduction of both basic and complex experimental techniques, thereby addressing two of the biggest challenges faced by today's life science research community: i) low transparency and poor reproducibility of biological experiments and ii) the time and labor-intensive nature of learning new experimental techniques [46] .
It would be interesting to see if instructional comics could do just as good a job in describing visually the experimental procedures in sciences as the video can. Could we ever have a Comic Book Journal of Visualized Experiments? Comics would be at an advantage to videos in that a reader can instantly see steps prior and after the one he/she is currently looking at.
Similarly, some have even suggested replacing textbooks with comics (e.g. see [47] ). But if the text in comics is overly didactic it may easily lose connection with the story that is being told resulting in a less interesting read. Another concern in using comics instead of textbooks is that no-one has yet looked at whether comics are still preferred medium by children once its novelty factor has been worn out. Future studies could address this, examining children's response to using comics as textbooks.
The constraint of the comics medium may affect science communication. For example, Eisner (1996) pointed out that artists and writers have to work well together in order to successfully convey a story through the medium of comics [5] . "The ideal writing process occurs where the writer and artist are the same person" he says, and yet most of the science comics I have mentioned so far have different artists and writers [5] . Eisner (1996) maintains that in the process of translation of the script to images, artists can distort the writer's vision and add their own elements to it [5] .
So, when discussing science comics one should pay attention to both the visuals and the text. Some have criticized the role of animated visuals in documentary films such as BBC's Walking with Dinosaurs saying that hyper-realistic animations put form over content [48] . Similar problems might happen in science comics as well: if science is made to be fun by use of striking artwork in comics, the artwork might misrepresent the actual science. On the other hand if the aim of the comic is to convey scientific ideas, there might not always be a great plot to go along with the educational material and this may then be hidden by use of impressive artwork. Eisner says that "when high-tech layout and visual pyrotechnics dominate a comic, the result is often a very simple plot" but similarly when a simple plot is all there is "action and special effect art must sustain interest" of the reader [5] . It would be interesting to look at existing science comics and see if there is any relationship with interest of the plot and the standard of the artwork, and indeed if this makes difference to readers of such comics.
Most of these science comics seem to be produced by scientists or at least with help from science advisors. Science advisors, presumably there to ensure accuracy of the scientific content, could easily introduce their own views of science into these comics and may act much like a censorship apparatus. Can there ever be a relationship between these comics and non-scientific readers, a "contract" with readers as Barker (1989) calls it, in which comics cater for some social need of the readers, or will the readers in fact resent institutional messages embedded in such communication attempts [45] ? Can such comics ever have any readership outside the classroom?
Instead of uncritically accepting science comics as yet another excellent way to inspire children to study science, perhaps future studies should focus on examining images of science and scientists that these comics contain. If fiction comics contain a large amount of misleading science, do science comics present an objective view of science? If scientists in popular media are usually stereotyped can they ever be presented realistically in a medium that needs and thrives on stereotypes? Eisner (1996; p. 12) says:
...the stereotype is a fact of life in the comics medium… In comics, stereotypes are drawn from commonly accepted physical characteristics associated with an occupation. These become icons and are used as part of the language in graphic storytelling. [5] This quotation is followed by stereotypical images among which is the scientist: a short, white male, with glasses, messy hair and moustache holding a book and looking much like the familiar iconic images of Einstein. Can such a medium, then, ever not stereotype scientists?
Conclusion
This brief review shows that there is a variety of comics about science. These vary in length, style and presentation. Individually, they have been reviewed elsewhere (e.g. [49, 50] ), and a few blogs and websites provide partial overviews of a variety of science comics and graphic novels that are currently available (e.g. [40, 51, 52] ).
Research into these comics and their audiences has been rather scarce. Existing studies highlight the potential benefits of using such comics in science education, but do not address the use of comics and graphic novels as a means of communicating science to people outside classroom settings.
Most of existing studies embrace the use of comics as an exciting way of communicating science. But what all of them assume is that science is great and worthy of being promoted via comics. None of them actually address critically the content of these comics or science itself. What image of science do these comics contain? Who decides what image of science goes into comics? How do these comics represent science and the scientists, and how might this affect the readers beside the reported excitement of children of using comics in science classes? There are many questions about science communication through comics that await future study.
